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Executive Summary

Sino American Oil Company intentionally deregistered from SEC reporting January
2012; hence, its’ current stop sign status with OTCMarkets. The deregistration form
states that the Company need not file quarterlies and annuals via SEC, but it does not
limit the Company to post its reports on its own website.
From the genesis of Sino American Oil Company back in 2008 to 2017, the Company
existed within the confines of Oil & Gas and Energy companies. Its main goal was to
explore (as an exploration company) hydrocarbon fuels such as heavy crude, sweet
crude, Brent crude, Coal Seam Methane for the refining of the oils & gas. Specifically it
was created to broker and acquire resources (hydrocarbon reserves), or to develop and
resell the raw product to refinery.
Previously, while reporting in 2012, the company had tendered unsuccessful bids on
oil & gas development opportunities in Australia. Today, the Company has equity in a
Peruvian Anthracite coal mine, which is sizeable and is part of the business plan.
Additionally, it is perpetually seeking new business opportunities.
The Company has been active in surveying properties, located and procuring assets
relating to hydrocarbon energy, whether-it-may-be coal, charcoal, gas, crude, diesel,
or any refined hydrocarbons. It is also open to brokering commodity sales of crude.
Between 2017 to early 2019, Sino American Oil Company expanded its marketing, and
has appointed a new director, Richard Tang, who has experience in coal, large
investments, mergers and acquisitions, and the regulatory aspects of filing with the
SEC and OTCMarkets and the state level.

The Company is also building interest in Reclamation of oil fields to agricultural farming,
investigating economically efficient and effective cleanup of capped wells for enhanced
environmental friendly uses and plant yields. Researching essential oils and emulsifiers
to replace plastics perhaps, or the mixture of multiple materials (liquid and solids).

As of October 2019
Share Structure
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